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ABSTRACT 
Self-S tabilizing B o rd e r  G atew ay  P ro to c o l
by 
Yu Chen
Dr. Ajoy Kumar Datta, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Computer Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The Border Gateway Protocol (BOP) is currently the only inter-domain routing protocol 
employed on the Internet. It is designed to exchange the reachability information among 
the autonomous systems in the global Internet. The Internet routing instability (or the 
rapid fluctuation of the network reachability information) is an important problem facing 
the Internet engineering community. W ith the wide availability of the Internet, the Internet 
failures may not only interrupt the daily routines of countless end-users, but also generate 
millions of dollars of loss in e-commerce. Since BGP has an impact on routing in the global 
Internet, the design and implementation of a robust and fault-tolerant Border Gateway 
Protocol is an important research topic.
We achieve the fault-tolerance of BGP using the paradigm of self-stabilization. A self- 
stabilizing protocol, starting from an arbitrary state converges, within finite steps, to a 
state from where the system exhibits the desired behavior. In this thesis, we propose a 
self-stabilizing Border Gateway Protocol. Our design consists of mainly two phases: First, 
we investigate the Interior Gateway Protocols (IGP) which runs under the BGP. We design 
a self-stabilizing IGP. Because IGP provides the routing information inside an autonomous 
system, its stability is a crucial aspect of stabilization of the BGP. Then, we design a 
self-stabilizing BGP.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Self-Stabilization
The concept of self-stabilization was first introduced by Edsger W. Dijkstra in 1974 
[Dij74]. It is now considered to be the most general technique to  design a system to tol­
erate arbitrary transient faults. A self-stabilizing system guarantees that starting from an 
arbitrary state, the system converges to a legal configiuration in a  finite number of steps, 
and remains in a legal state until another fault occurs. In a non-self-stabilizing system, the 
system designer needs to enumerate the faults, such as link/node failures, that the system 
will face, and then must add the corresponding recovery mechanisms. They are usually 
independent and may cause conflicts. Also, some obscure errors like memory corruption 
may be difficult to enumerate. It maJces sense that even if the error occurs rarely in the 
system, the networks should recover from those faults automatically [Var94]. In a large, 
distributed system, it is very hard to predict all the faults that may occur. Ideally, a system 
should continue its availability by correctly restoring the system state  whenever the system 
exhibits incorrect behavior due to the occurrence of faults [AG93, Gou98]. Self-stabilizing 
technique provides a uniform mechanism to deal with not only arbitrary transient faults 
such as data, message, and and location counter corruption [KP93], but also a variety of 
fault types like network congestion and software bugs [LAJ99]. The ability of the system to 
detect errors and correct itself without external intervention makes a self-stabilizing system 
more reliable and more powerful and more useful than a non-stabilizing system.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
1.2 Routing Instability
In a  brief number of years, the Internet has evolved from an academic-only network 
to an im portant component of the public telecommunication and business infrastructure. 
Internet backbone failures may now easily affect millions of end-users and businesses all 
over the world. Routing instability is one of the failures. The classic example is the crash 
of original ARPANET [Var94, RosSl, Per83]. The protocol was designed never to enter 
a state that contained three conflict updates. But, a malfunctioning router injected three 
such updates into the network and crashed. After this, the network cycled continuously 
between the three updates.
Routing instability has a number of origins including route configuration errors, tran­
sient physical and data link problems, software bugs, and sometimes memory corruption. 
The routing instability may increase the packet loss, resource overhead, and the delays 
in network convergence [LMJ97, VGE96]. Therefore, it is very im portant to have a self- 
stabilizing [Dij74] routing protocol which can recover from any arbitrary faults without 
external intervention.
1.3 Related Work
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is an inter-domain routing protocol [RL95]. It is 
used to exchange network reachability information among autonomous systems (ASs). The 
BGP gained a  lot of popularity in the last few years due to the significant growth in the 
number of ISPs, many of which must use BGP to connect to other ISPs [PDOO, Ste98]. The 
availability and stability of the connection heis a  large effect on the stability of the Internet. 
[LMJ97, VGE96] conducted some experimental studies to investigate the Internet stability 
and the origins of failure in the Internet backbones, but no solution was given. [GW99b, 
GW99a, GSW99] presented a Simple P ath  Vector Protocol (SPVP) to eliminate the possible 
route oscillations in BGP. But, none of the above protocols [RL95, Ste98, PDOO, GW99a] 
is self-stabilizing.
Network topology maintenance is an im portant component of Internet routing. A lot
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
of research has been done in this area [Gou98, Tan96, Hui95]. Nodes/links failures directly 
cause the network topology changes, which implicitly introduce the routing instability. Since 
network topology maintenance protocol is the underlying protocol for most of the routing 
protocols, its stability is very important. The topology update problem has been discussed 
in [APSV94, Dol97, DH97, GS95, Mas95].
As we can see, the correct routing information in an autonomous system helps BGP 
achieve a  stable routing among the autonomous systems. Numerous intra-domain routing 
schemes were developed, and the Open Shortest Path  First [Gou98, PDOO] routing protocol 
was one of them. It has been used as the routing protocol in the autonomous system in 
most of the systems due to its fast and loop-less convergence property. OSPF constructs a 
spanning tree to  reliably flood the link state packets, and a shortest path tree to compute 
the best neighbor to reach any other node from the source node. Algorithms for self- 
stabilizing shortest path tree construction is presented in [AKM+93, TH94]. The self- 
stabilizing spanning tree construction algorithms appeared in [AG94, AKM+93, DIM93, 
CYH9I, HC92].
1.4 Our Contributions
None of the documents/papers on BGP or OSPF is self-stabilizing. In this thesis, we 
present the first self-stabilized Border Gateway Protocol. Since BGP’s stability highly relies 
on the routing information in the autonomous system, we also propose a self-stabilizing 
Open Shortest P ath  First(OSPF) routing protocol, which computes the shortest path from 
one router to any other router in an autonomous system. The proposed protocols also 
dynamically allocate/deallocate storage for the routing information as the network size 
changes.
Once the BGP and OSPF routing tables are constructed, we present two routing pro­
tocols which deliver the user data packets: One depicts the packet traverse among the 
autonomous systems, and the other deals with the routers inside the autonomous system.
Both algorithms presented in this thesis require the same time 0{ID iam )  to stabilize 
where I  D iam  is the maximum diameter of an autonomous system.
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1.5 Outline of the thesis
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses the model of 
the system used in this work, along with some important definitions. Chapter 3 gives an 
overview of intra-domain routing protocol, its various implementations, and the specifica­
tion of the problem. Chapter 4 introduces inter-domain routing protocol, its example and 
the specification of the problem. Chapter 5 presents the Global Topology Maintenance algo­
rithm, Open Shortest Path  First algorithm, and user packet routing algorithm, along with 
the proofs of these algorithms. Chapter 6  presents the Border Gateway Protocol algorithm 
and user packet routing algorithm using BGP, along with the proofs of the BGP algorithm. 
Conclusions and some future research directions are discussed in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2
MODEL
2.1 Distributed System
A distributed system  is am undirected connected graph, S  = (V, E ) , where V is a set of 
nodes (|V| = n) and E  is th e  set of edges. Nodes represent routers, and edges represent 
bidirectional communication Cinks. We will use “nodes” and “routers” interchangeably in 
this thesis. A communication link {p,q) exists iff p and q are neighbors. Nodes commu­
nicate only by message passing [KP93]. The message delivery time is arbitrary, finite but 
unbounded. We assume FIFO» channels.
We assume a weakly fa ir- and distributed daemon. The weak fa irn ess  means that 
if a node p is continuously emabled, then p will be eventually chosen by the daemon to 
execute an action. The distribmted  daemon implies that during an execution step, if one or 
more processors are enabled, th e n  the daemon chooses a  nonempty subset of processors to 
execute an action.
The state of a process is cLefined by the value of its variables. The processes represent 
nodes or routers. The state o f  a system is a vector of n  -t- 1 components where the first 
n  represent the state of n  processes, and the last component refers to the set of messages 
(denoted by a multi-set A4) in  transit in the links. In the following, we refer to the state 
of a process and system as a {iocal) state and configuration, respectively. Let a distributed 
protocol V he a collection of binary transition relations denoted by i->, on C, the set of 
all possible configurations of *he system. A computation of a protocol V  is a maximal 
sequence of configurations e =  7 0 7^ 1 » such th a t for i  >  0 , 7 t i-> 7 t+i (a 
single computation step), if 7 t+ i exists, or is a terminal configuration. Maximality means
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
that the sequence is either infinite, or it is finite and no action of V  is enabled in the final 
configuration. All computations considered in this thesis are assumed to be maximal.
2.2 Program
During a  computation step, one of the following actions {local steps) occurs on at least 
one process p: (1) p receives a message; (2) p executes some internal actions; (3) p sends 
at least one message. The set of computations of a  protocol V  in system S  starting with a 
particular configuration q  6  C is denoted by The set of all possible computations of V  
in system S  is denoted as £.
The definition of a process consists of two parts. In the first part, messages, inputs, 
variables, parameters, macros and procedures of the process are declared. In the second 
part, actions of the process are defined [Gou98]. M essages defines the message type and 
message fields. In p u ts  can be read, but not written by the action of its process. V ariab les 
declared in a  process can be read and w ritten by the action of the process. P a ra m e te rs  
of p can be read but not written by the actions of process p. M acros defined in a process 
can be executed by the actions of the process. The details of the M acros axe not given for 
various reasons (either they are not im portant to our work or they axe simple). P ro c e d u re s  
defined in a process can be invoked by the actions of the process.
Each action of a  process is of the form:
< label >< guard >
< sta tem ent >
< sta tem ent >
The guard of an action in the program of a  process p is one of the following: a local guard 
of p or a  receiving guard of p. A local guard of p is a boolean expression involving the 
variables of p. A receiving guard of p is of the form:
Upon RECEIPT of <  message-type > from <  sending-process-name >
The statements of a process are of four types: assignment, sending, selecton, and itertion.
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An assignment statem ent of p is of the form: Xp :=  Ep where Xp is a variable of p and Ep 
is a constant or expression of the same type as Xp. A  sending statement of p is of the form: 
SEND <  message-type >  to < receiving-process-name >
A selection statem ent of p is of the form: if  . . .  endif. An iteration statement of p is of the 
form: for —  endfor or while —  endwhile.
The statement of an action of p updates one or more variables of p. When p executes 
a statement, we say that “p moves” or “p executes an action”. An action can be executed 
only if its guard evaluates to true. We assume that the actions are atomically executed, 
meaning, the evaluation of a guard and the execution of the corresponding statement of an 
action, if executed, are done in one atomic step.
2.3 Self-Stabilization
Let % be a set. x \ -  P  means that an element x  G X  satisfies the predicate P  defined on 
the set X .  A predicate is non-empty if there exists at least one element that satisfies the 
predicate. We define a special predicate true as follows: for any x  & X , x  \r true.
We use the following term, attractor in the definition of self-stabilization.
Definition 2.3.1 (A ttractor) Let X  and Y  be two predicates of a protocol V  defined on 
C of system S . Y  is an attractor for X  i f  and only i f  the following condition is true:
Vo h X  : Ve €  fa  : e =  (7 0 , 7 1 ,...) :: 3z > 0, Vy >  i, 7y h Y . We denote this relation as 
X > Y .
Definition 2.3 .2  (Self-stabilization) The protocol P  is self-stabilizing for the specifica­
tion SV p  on £  i f  and only i f  there exists a predicate C-p (called the legitimacy predicate) 
defined on C such that the following conditions hold:
1. Vq h C-p : Ve € f a  -  e h  SV p  (correctness).
2. true >Cp (convergence).
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CHAPTER 3
INTRA-DOMAIN ROUTING PROTOCOLS
Nowadays, Internet is becoming an integral part of our everyday's life. About 20 years ago, 
Internet was just a simple network built around ARPANET. All routers shared routing in­
formation through one protocol, gateway-to-gateway protocol (GGP) [Hui95]. The routing 
table included entries for all the IP networks in the Internet. W ith the exponential growth 
of the Internet, this configuration started to cause problems. The size of the routing tables 
grew rapidly with the increase of the number of connected networks, while excheinging rout­
ing information became inefiicient. The solution was to split the single network into a set of 
autonomous systems (ASs). Each AS is identified by a 16-bit “AS num ber’. It consists of 
a set of routers and networks adopting a single routing policy under the same administra­
tion. From the routing point of view, it makes perfect sense tha t all the routers within one 
AS must be interconnected and exchange routing information to maintain the connectivity. 
The routing protocols running among the routers within the AS are Intra-domain Routing 
Protocols, also called Interior Gateway Protocols (IGP). Examples of IGPs in use today are 
Routing Information Protocol (RIP) and Open Shortest Path  First (OSPF). However, IGP 
routers can obtain information only about the internal networks within the AS. They must 
be able to discover the networks outside the AS to maintain the connectivity of the entire 
Internet. Border gateways, the routers (directly) connecting two adjacent autonomous sys­
tems, exchange reachability information by running Inter-domain Routing Protocol, also 
called Exterior Gateway Protocols (EGP) [Hui95, PDOO]. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) 
is an EGP protocol, and is the focus of this work.
This chapter includes an overview of IGPs, and its two major implementations: RIP
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
and OSPF.
3.1 Interior Gateway Protocol
An Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) is used to distribute routing information among 
routers within an AS. The goal of IGP is to be able to find the best neighbor node on a 
shortest path from any node to all others. There are two m ajor approaches to realize this 
goal: distance vector routing and link state routing.
3.1.1 Distance Vector Routing and RIP
In distance vector routing algorithms, each router maintains a vector containing the 
shortest distance (or the lowest cost) to all reachable networks, and the next hop on that 
path. Periodically, every router sends this list to its direct neighbors. The starting eissump- 
tion for the distance vector routing is that each node knows the cost of the link to each of 
its directly connected neighbors. A down link is assigned an infinite cost. Upon receiving 
the vector, a router updates its local vector. One of the most widely used routing protocols 
based on the distance vector routing algorithm is the Routing Information Protocol (RIP).
RIP uses a very simple metric—the distance (or hop count)—to evaluate the routing 
information. It is the number of links a node has traversed to reach the destination. This 
distance has an integer value between 1 to 15. The value of 16 represents the infinity. 
RIP packets are carried over UDP and IP. Each router sends a packet every 30 seconds 
containing its personal list of distances to its directly connected neighbors. Upon receipt of 
the packet, a router validates the entries in the packet and makes changes to its own list of 
distances if necessary.
RIP is an ideal routing protocol for a small network. It has a  low overhead of bandwidth 
and configuration, and its management is very easy. But, it also has some drawbacks:
• After a  router or a link fails, the count-to-infinity problem [PDOO, Tan96] may occur, 
and RIP takes a long time to stabilize. Some techniques, such as split horizon and 
triggered update, were proposed to reduce the slow convergence. But, none of them
Reproduced with permission ot the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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may cure the problem [Tan96].
• RIP sets the maximum hop counter to 15. This indicates that RIP cannot be used in 
an autonomous system where the smallest number of hops between any two routers is 
16 [Gou98]. This parameter limits the size of the network in which RIP can be used.
W ith the fast growing Internet, the demand for a more powerful routing protocol be­
came urgent and necessary. Link state routing technology was developed to overcome the 
limitations of RIP.
3.1.2 Link State Routing and OSPF
In link state routing algorithm, we assume that each router knows the status (up or 
down) and cost of its adjacent links [PDOO]. The principle behind the link state routing is 
simple: Instead of trying to compute the “shortest path” in a distributed fashion, every node 
maintains a copy of the network map th a t will be updated quickly after any changes in the 
topology. The updates axe transm itted by a reliable flooding protocol. Each router performs 
the computation of the best route based on its local copy of the map using Dijkstra's 
“shortest path first” algorithm. As all the routers have the same network map, the routes 
computed by them axe consistent, and loops cannot occur [Hui95].
The reasons in favor of the link state routing over the distance vector routing axe the 
following [Hui95]:
• Fast and Loop-less Convergence: The distance vector routing computes the shortest 
paths in a distributed fashion. The number of steps required for a system reaching the 
convergence is proportional to the number of nodes in the network. On the contrary, 
the link state routing uses a flooding protocol to transmit new information rapidly 
and calculates the best paths locally. Moreover, the link state routing does not have 
the routing looping or count-to-infinity problems.
•  Multiple Metrics: It is possible for the link state routing protocol to support multiple 
metrics in parallel due to the local computation. Thus, the “best route” in link state
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routing protocol can not only be measured by distance (hop counter), but also by 
link’s throughput, delay, or reliability.
•  External Routes: The link state routing protocols add “gateway link state records” 
to the network database, which leads to a  better performance due to a more precise 
metric and easier computations.
Open Shortest Path  First (OSPF) is an example of the link state routing protocols. Its 
design followed the general principle of the link state routing (as presented above). There 
are four types of link state record contents: router links, network links, summary links 
(both IP networks and border routers), and external links. Among them. External Link 
State records support the external routes by advertising accesses to the external networks 
via the border routers using the external gateway protocol. Based on the LSPs from all 
other routers, a graph representing the network can be extracted. Local OSPF routers 
use the OSPF algorithm to compute the shortest path and equal paths (there might exist 
more than one path th a t have the same shortest distance) from itself to each destination. 
The next router towards the destination the data will be sent to can be derived from this 
computation [Hui95].
The goal of an IGP and an EGP are not the same. For an IGP, packets should be 
delivered as efficiently as possible from the source to the destination. EGPs have to take 
into account the politics. Since ASs belong to different owners, each owner may have 
different restrictions on packet delivery. Some ASs are not willing to carry transit packets 
originating in a particular AS, although it is on the shortest path between the sender and 
the destination [Tan96].
3.2 Specification of Intra-domain Routing Problem
Specification 3.1 We consider a computation e o f the Intra-domain routing problem to 
satisfy the specification S V x  when the routing tables (i) do not contain any information 
about the unreachable subnetworks in the autonomous system and (ii) contain the id of the 
next IGP router in the shortest path to a destination which belongs to a reachable subnetwork.
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CHAPTER 4
INTER-DOMAIN ROUTING PROTOCOLS
In the previous chapter, we presented routing algorithms within an autonomous system. 
Inter-domain routing protocols are designed to exchange routes among the autonomous 
systems so that different ASs can share the reachability information. There have been two 
major exterior routing protocols in the history of the Internet: Exterior Gateway Protocol 
(EGP) (This EGP refers to a special protocol called EGP. This is a naming conflict with 
the general EGP.) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). EGP is the first generation inter­
domain routing protocol. Although it is gradually replaced by BGP, many concepts in EGP 
are still in use today.
4.1 BGP Overview
Unlike many IGPs building reliability on datagram services, BGP uses TCP as its trans­
port protocol. Operating this way provides reliable communication and hides all the details 
of the network being passed through. Two BGP routers establish a  TCP connection between 
them, and exchange messages to open the connection, confirm the connection parameters, 
and report any route clianges. Those two BGP routers are known as peers or neighbors. 
BGP allows each autonomous system to enforce its routing policies independently. Those 
policies are related to political, security, or economic consideration [RG95], and will affect 
the route selection and redistribution of the route information.
For BGP routers that are located in different ASs, they usually must share a common 
physical data link, which means th a t they are directly connected. BGP routers within an 
AS do not have to be directly connected. BGP routers within the AS exchanging updates
12
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by running Internal BGP (IBGP) and BGP routers located in different ASs run External 
BGP (EBGP) to exchange the reachability information. Figure 4.1 shows an example of 
IBGP and EBGP.
AS 100
Router A
EBGP
N
AS 200
Router B
192.207.10.1
N  EBGP
Router C 
170.220.19.2
IBGP
170.220.1.2
Router D
Router E
AS 300
Figure 4.1: IBGP and EBGP
4.1.1 IBGP
In Figure 4.1, Router C and Router D belong to the same autonomous system, AS300. 
There must exist an IBGP cormection between them if two routers need to exchange the 
routing information. But, the routes heard from an IBGP peer cannot be advertised to 
other IBGP routers to prevent the looping route announcement within the AS [Ste98]. 
Therefore, in order for all the BGP routers within an AS to exchange routing information, 
there must be an IBGP connection between every pair of routers. Figure 4.2 shows a 
physical topology of the BGP routers in an autonomous system, and Figure 4.3 shows the 
full-mesh connections among the IBGP routers [Ste98].
Loopback interfaces are often used by the IBGP peers. Loopback interfaces are not 
associated with a physical link or a  hardware interface. They are virtual interfaces within 
the routers. Loopback interfaces are more flexible and reliable. By having the IBGP session 
run between the loopback interface, the IBGP session will stay up as long as there is a path
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R3
R5
R4
Figure 4.2: Physical Topology
R3
R5
R4
Figure 4.3: Full_Mesh of IBGP Connections
between two routers. An IGP is used to route the addresses corresponding to the loopback 
addresses [Ste98]. Figure 4.4 gives an example of the loopback interface and IBGP session. 
The IBGP session is running between 139.27.128.1/30 and 139.27.128.5/30. Those addresses 
correspond to the loopback interfaces within Router A and Router B. Both A and B need 
IGP to figure out how to reach each other’s interface.
It is obvious that the full-mesh connections among the IBGP routers scale very poorly. 
Two approaches are employed so that the IBGP connection become more scalable: router 
refiection and AS confederation [Ste98].
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139.27.128.1/30 IBGP Session 139.27.128.5/30
Router A \  j /  Router B
Physical Link
139.27.1.1/30 139.27.1.2/30
Figure 4.4: Loopback Interface
4.1.2 EBGP
Two BGP routers that are in different ASs must be directly connected, and this EBGP 
connection carries the transit traffic between them. Unlike IBGP connections, the routes 
collected from an EBGP peer can be advertised to an IBGP neighbor and vice versa [RL95]. 
Before it annoimces a route to an external autonomous system, a BGP router must ensure 
tha t networks within the AS are reachable. This is done by a combination of IBGP peering 
within the AS and by redistributing BGP routing information to IGPs, such as OSPF, that 
run within the ASs. Therefore, when an AS carries traffics from one AS to another, it will 
not advertise a route until all the routers within the AS have learned about it via an IGP.
4.2 BGP-4
Since the introduction of BGP in the Internet late in 1980s, this protocol has undergone 
significant evolution. So far, the BGP specification has gone through several versions. The 
most recent version of the protocol is BGP-4. The specification of BGP-4, RFC 1771, 
was published in March 1995. The industrial involvement also played a great role in the 
development and improvement of BGP. Cicso, the world wide leader in networking for the 
Internet, and other router vendors worked together to make BGP a standard.
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4.2.1 BGP Message Types
There are four message types in BG P: OPEN, UPDATE, NOTIFICATION, and KEEP 
ALIVE. OPEN message is used to establish a TCP connection between two BGP routers. 
KEEPALIVE messages are exchanged periodically to make siure that the connection is 
still open. NOTIFICATION messages are sent when an error condition is detected. The 
BGP connection is closed immediately after sending it. UPDATE messages are used to 
transfer routing information between BGP peers. This message carries the actual routing 
information—a single feasible route to a  peer, multiple withdrawn infeasible routes, or both.
4.2.2 Routing Information Bases
Routes are stored in Routing Information Bases (RJOBs). An Adj_RIBJn places routes 
that received from other BGP peers. There are as many Adj-RIBLns as there axe peers. An 
Adj_RIB_Out presents the routes th a t will be advertised to other BGP router to support 
the inter-AS multicast [RL95] (Our work does not show the support for multicasting). As 
with Adj-RIBJh, there is one Adj_RIB_Out for each peer. Routes that will be used by the 
local BGP router will be stored in LOC_RIB [Ste98].
When a BGP router receives update message from multiple ASs tha t describe different 
paths to the same destination, it m ust choose the best path for reaching that destination 
based on the values of the attributes the update message contains and the routing policies 
the AS enforces. Some of the attributes th a t BGP uses in the decision-making process 
[RL95] are described here. A running example is used to demonstrate the use of these 
attributes. Figure 4.5 shows some attributes of two ASs.
•  ORIGIN: This is a mandatory a ttribu te . It defines the origin of the path information. 
It can have one of the three values: IGP, EGP, or INCOMPLETE. Thus, from router 
A, the route for reaching 170.10.0.0 has an origin attribute of IGP if Router E received 
the attributed via its IGP.
•  AS-PATH: This is a m andatory attribute. It is the sequence of AS numbers that 
an update message has traversed in order to reach a certain destination. When the
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AS 100
Router B
IBGP
170.10.20.1 190.10.50.1
170.10.20.2
RoutarE
170.10.0.0 AS 300
Figure 4.5: Network topologies of two ASs
update is traversed within one AS, the value of AS JPATH remains the same. In Figure 
4.5, Router E advertises a network 170.10.0.0 with an AS_PATH of 300. When router 
A receives the update, it appends its own AS number to it. Thus, the AS_PATH 
attribute for reaching network 170.10.0.0 from router A is 100, 300. If router B 
receives the update via IBGP session with Router A, the value of AS-PATH is still 
100, 300. Loops are detected by checking if a router’s own AS number is in A S -P A T H  
received from the neighboring ASs.
NEXT-HOP: This is a mandatory attribute. It is the IP address of the router that 
will be used as the next hop to reach the destination. In EBGP session, the value of 
NEXT-HOP is usually the IP address of the sending BGP router. NEXT-HOP will 
not be changed when the receiving BGP router distributes the route to its peers within 
the same AS. In Figure 4.5, Router E advertises network 170.10.0.0 to Router A with 
a NEXT-HOP of 170.10.20.2, and Router A advertises network 150.10.0.0 to Router 
E with a NEXT-HOP of 170.10.20.1. When router A redistributes 170.10.0.0 to its 
IBGP peer Router B, the NEXT-HOP remains as 170.10.10.1. According to router 
B, the next hop to reach 170.10.0.0 is 170.10.20.1 instead of 150.10.30.1. Therefore, 
Router B needs to leam how to reach 170.10.20.1 first via an IGP.
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• LOG AL JP REF: This is a discretionary attribute. It is used by the BGP router to 
indicate the degree of preference of a  route. LOCAL_PREF can only be propagated to 
other BGP routers within the same autonomous system. The value of LOCALJPREF 
is computed locally for routes learned via EBGP session or for routes learned via an 
IGP. The route with the highest LOCAL_PREF is considered the best route, and will 
be selected. The function to calculate LOCAL_PREF can be any function that the 
AS administrator chooses.
• MULTI-EXITJDISC (MED): This is an optional attribute. It is used by the BGP 
router to distinguish among multiple entry or exit points to the same neighboring 
autonomous system. A lower MED value is preferred than a higher value. MED is 
exchanged between ASs, but the value of the MED only stays in the AS when it arrives 
a t the AS. In other words, when an UPDATE message is received from a neighboring 
BGP router, the value of MED contained in the UPDATE will be used to decide which 
path to choose. When the receiving BGP router sends that UPDATE to another AS, 
the MED is set to 0 [Doc99].
4.2.3 BGP Route Selection
BGP selects only one path as the best route. When the path is selected, BGP adds it 
to the LOC-RIB, and propagates it to the neighboring routers.
M e tric s . For routings between autonomous systems, the metrics assigned to each path is 
decided by the routing policies in each autonomous system. Since each autonomous system 
may run its own interior gateway protocol, and use any scheme (delay, cost, or throughput) 
to assign metrics to paths, it is impossible to calculate an optimal path cost for a path 
that crosses multiple ASs. As a result, the routes exchanged between ASs advertise only 
reachability, instead of an optimal path. Each route is evaluated by a BGP router using 
some local function, and an integer value is assigned to the route to indicate the degree of 
preference of the route. The route having the highest preference will be chosen.
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T ie-b reak in g  R ules for R o u te  Selection. BGP uses some tie-breaking rules to decide 
which route to select if it has more than one route to the same destination with the Scune 
highest degree of preference. The details can be found in [RL95, Ste98];
B G P  D ecision  P rocess . The BGP Decision Process operates on routes contained in 
each Adj_RIB_In, and is responsible for the selection of routes to be advertised to BGP 
routers located in the local router’s AS and in the neighboring ASs. The Decision Process 
takes place in three different phases [RL95];
• Phase I; Calculation of Degree of Preference.
When the local BGP router receives an UPDATE message from a peer located in 
a neighboring AS, Phase I is invoked. For each newly received feasible route or 
replacement route, the local BGP shall determine the degree of preference of the 
route based on the pohcy information of the local system. The local BGP router then 
runs the Internal Update Process to select and advertise the preferred route.
• Phase 2: Route Selection.
Phase 2 is invoked on the completion of Phase 1. Phase 2 process needs to consider 
all the routes in each Adj_RIBJh. The local BGP router then adds the selected 
route to the LOC_RIB, replacing any route to the same destination. The local BGP 
router then must determine the immediate next hop to the address presented by the 
NEXT-HOP attribute of selected route by performing a lookup in the IGP. Infeasible 
routes should be removed from LOC-RIB, and at the same time, they should be 
removed from Adj-RIBJhs.
• Phase 3: Route Dissemination.
All routes in the Loc-RIB shall be processed into a corresponding entry in the asso­
ciated Adj-RIB-Out. When the update of the Adj_RIB-Outs is complete, the local 
BGP router shall invoke the External Update Process.
In te rn a l U p d a te  P rocess. When a BGP router receives an UPDATE message from a 
peer located in its own AS, it should not re-advertise the routes contained in the UPDATE
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message to any other BGP peers located in its own AS. When a BGP router receives an 
UPDATE message from a peer located in a neighboring AS, it should re-advertise the routes 
contained in the UPDATE message to all other BGP peers located in its own AS.
E x te rn a l U p d a te  P ro cess . As part of Phase 3 process, all newly installed routes and 
all new infeasible routes for which there are no replacement routes, shall be advertised to 
BGP routers located in the neighboring ASs by using the UPDATE messages.
4.3 Internet Routing Instabihty
The behavior and dynamics of Internet routing stability have gone virtually without 
formal study, with the exception of [LMJ97, VGE96]. In 1997, [LMJ97] investigated Inter­
net routing instability based on data collected from BGP routing messages generated by 
border routers a t five of the Internet’s pubfic exchange points during a  nine month period. 
Overall, the study showed that the Internet continued to exhibit high levels of routing in­
stabihty despite the increased emphasis on aggregation (combining smaller IP prefixes into 
a single route announcement) and the deployment of route dampening technology (refusing 
to believe the updates that exceed certain parameters of instability).
The instabihty significantly contributes to poor end-to-end network performance and 
degrades the overall efficiency of the Internet infrastructure. The high level of Internet 
instabihty can lead to increase network latency and slow convergence. At the extreme, high- 
level of Internet instabihty can lead to loss of internal connectivity in wide-area national 
networks. This definitely will be a disaster for ah e-commerce business and countless end- 
users ah over the world. Omr work of self-stabilizing BGP provides a way to detect and 
automatically recover from this kind of faults.
4.4 Specification of Inter-domain Routing Problem
Before we define the specification of the Inter-domain routing problem, we define NEXT_BR 
as follows:
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D efin ition  4.4.1 (N E X T _B R ) This attribute defines the IP  address of the border router 
that should be used as the next closest neighbor to a specific destination.
S pecifica tion  4.1 We consider a computation e o f the Inter-domain routing problem to 
satisfy the specification S V o  when the routing tables (i) do not contain any information 
about the unreachable nodes in the system and (ii) contain the IP address of N E X T J B R  
from which a specific destination can be reached.
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CHAPTER 5 
OSPF PROTOCOL
In this chapter, we first present an outline of O S V T  as Algorithm 5.0.1. Next, we propose 
a self-stabilizing Global Topology Maintenance algorithm (GTM.) using the counter flush­
ing scheme [Var94j. The output of GTA4. will be used as the input to O S V P . We first 
present the data structure used by the algorithm, and Algorithm G T is introduced in 
Algorithm 5.1.1 and Algorithm 5.1.2. A self-stabilizing Open Shortest Path First algorithm 
{O SV T) is introduced next, followed by the user packet routing algorithm. Finally, we 
present the complexity analysis for the above algorithms.
5.1 Global Topology Maintenance Using Counter Flushing
Nodes upon detecting any topology change exchange messages with other processes so 
that all processes in the network contain the updated topology information. Algorithm 
O S V T  uses the output produced by GTM.- Thus, it is a very important layer for our 
routing protocol, and we argue th a t the stabilization of G T M  is the first step of stabilizing 
O S V T .
5.1.1 Specification
When the network topology is stabilized, every node should contain the up-to-date 
information of the entire network.
Specification 5.1 We consider a computation e o f G TM  to satisfy the specification, SVg, 
when every node contains the up-to-date global topology information, and no information 
about the unreachable nodes is present.
22
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A lgorithm  5.0.1 {ABSTTIACT O SV T)  Abstract OSPF
1 .01 i f  ready to broadcast a  message
1.02 th e n
1.03 Update the list of link costs of any two active nodes using its own link cost list;
1.04 e n d if
1.05 i f  a message is received from a neighboring node q
1.06 th e n
1.07 i f  a new message
1.08 th en
1.09 Set q as the parent node;
1.10  Remove any node that is not in the network from the local variables;
1.11 Update the list of link costs o f any tow active nodes using the message received;
1.12 e n d if
1.13 if  only one neighboring node
1.14 th en
1.15 SEND an acknowledgment to q;
1.16 e lse
1.17 SEND the received message to all the neighboring nodes except the parent;
1.18 e n d if
1.19 e n d if
1.20 i f  an acknowledgment is received from a neighboring node q
1.21 th e n
1.22 Record the acknowledgment;
1.23 Build the shortest path tree rooted at self;
1.24 e n d if
5.1.2 Reliable Flooding
We used the counter flushing scheme of [Var94] to implement the reliable flooding. If a 
node p needs to advertise some information, it periodically sends a message with a counter 
value Counter to all its neighbors. Assume that MAX is the maximum number of counters 
that can be stored in the network and Lmax be the maximum number of packets on each 
link. Then MAX =  \E\Lmax +  |V| [Var94]. When a neighbor q receives the message, it can 
distinguish between the old and new messages by comparing its own counter value with the 
counter value received. If they are the same, then q realizes that it has received the same 
message before. It may simply discard it or send an acknowledgment back to the sender. 
Otherwise, q accepts the message, changes its counter value as Counter =  c, and processes 
the message. Every node p in the network can initiate a broadcast by incrementing its 
own counter value as Counter =  Counter +  1 for its own cycle of broadcasting. W ith this 
scheme, the messages sent by one node are flooded in the network reliably.
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5.1.3 Algorithm G T M
The algorithm nms in parallel a t every node. When a node p wants to send some 
information to aU other nodes in the system, it sends the message to all its directly connected 
neighbors, and they forward the message to their neighbors, and so on. Finally, a spanning 
tree rooted a t p is constructed, and the message reaches a t every node in the network. 
Every node p also plays the role of an intermediate node in the broadcast initiated by other 
nodes in the network. Therefore, every node should maintain information about different 
broadcast cycles initiated by all nodes including itself. A node can start a new cycle of 
broadcast only when its variable Reportedp is true. It sends a message containing its id, 
a new counter value it generated, and the list of the link costs to its directly connected 
neighbors. WTaen the initiating node receives acknowledgments from aU its neighbors, the 
broadcast finishes successfully. When a node receives a message, it needs to update its 
variables based on the information received.
A ssu m p tio n  5.1 We assume that there exists a self-stabilizing Local Topology Mainte­
nance (C T M ) protocol running under Algorithm G T M .
For each node p, C T M  produces a dynamic link cost list, M yCostp, of p ’s directly 
connected neighbors. It becomes the input for Algorithm G T M .  The list is dynamic, 
meaning that any unreachable node would be removed from the list immediately and any 
new node would be added to the list. So, two nodes are directly connected, and the Hnk 
between them are up iff there exists a corresponding tuple in M yCostp. A node always 
consults its neighbor’s link status before it sends a message.
The COST message has the following fields: c, r, and Ctr- c is the counter value in the 
current cycle of message passing, r  is the id of the node that initiates the advertisement of 
the message. Ctr contains the link cost of the directly connected neighbors of r.
The ACK message is used to  enforce the reliable flooding of the COST message. After a 
node receives all the ACKs from its current neighboring router, it knows that the message 
it sent has been received by all its directly connected neighbors and their child nodes 
successfully. An ACK message has the following fields: c and r . They have the same
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meaning as in the COST message.
Every router p maintains the following data  structure, which is presented in Algorithm 
5.1.1:
• Reportedp: Boolean variable to  keep track of the status of a COST message initiated 
by p. When Reportedp is true, the message is flooded to aU the nodes in the network 
successfully, or p can start a new cycle of broadcast if necessary.
•  Counterpi List of tuples {id, counter) where id  is the node identifier and counter is 
an integer in the range 0 . . .  MAX. It maintains the counter values in trees rooted 
at different nodes. Counterp{i, 5) denotes that p’s current counter value for the 
broadcast cycle in a spanning tree rooted at node i is 5. If a node failed and became 
active again after some time, an  arbitrary value would be used to start a new cycle of 
message passing.
•  Parentpi List of tuples {id, P aren t J,d) where id and P arent-id  are node identifiers. 
It maintains the pointers to the  node’s parent in trees rooted at different nodes. 
Parentp{i, q) represents that the parent of p in the spanning tree rooted at node i is 
9-
• Weightpi List of integers with a  tuple {id, id) as the index. It maintains the cost of 
the link between any two active nodes. Weightp{p,q) =  5 indicates that the link cost 
between p and g is 5.
•  Ackedpi List of tuples {id, AckedJds) where id  is the node identifier and AckedJds 
is a set of node identifiers fi-om which p received acknowledgments. It maintains the 
node ids from which the ACKs have been received by node p in a particular spanning 
tree. Ackedp{i, {a, 6 , c}) represents p has received ACKs from nodes a, b, and c for 
the message broadcasting initiated by root i.
A node p  can start a new cycle of broadcast only when its variable Reportedp is true 
(Line 1.01). That is, a new cycle of broadcast can be started only when the previous cycle
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A lg o rith m  5.1.1 {GTM ) Global Topology Maintenance for Process p (Part I)
M essa g es:  COST: c: counter
r: the id of the node that initiates the broadcast 
Ctrl  the list of link costs o f r ’s directly connected neighbors 
ACK: a. counter
r: the id of the node that initiates the broadcast
In p u ts: N-. the upper bound of the number of OSPF routers in the autonomous system
MyCostp-. a list of tuples {id, cost)
MAX: the maximum number of distinct counter values
V ariab les: Reportedp-. boolean
Countevp-. a list of tuples {id. Counter)
Parentpi a list of tuples (id, Parent-id)
Weightpi a list, with a tuple {id, id) as the index, of integers 
Ackedpi a list of tuples {id, Acked-ids)
P a ra m eters:  p, q, n, k, r: Af
/ *  START A NEW BROADCAST CYCLE * /
1.01  i f  Reportedp
1.02 t h e n
/ *  Counterpp  indicates the counter value in tuple (p. Counter) in the list Counterp * /  
/*  maintained by p * /
1.03 CounterpP  :=  {Counterpp +  1) mod MAX;
/*  ParentpP  indicates the id of the parent node in tuple (p, ParentJ.d) in the list */
/*  Parentp  maintained by p */
1.04 P arentpP  := NULL;
/ *  M yCostp  indicates the set of nodes that are directly connected to p. * j
1.05 f o r  e a c h  q €  M yCostp  d o
1.06 Weightp{p, q) -.= MyCostpq;
1.07 e n d f o r
1.08 e n d i f
is finished successfully, p then increments its counter value and updates the variables based 
on the inputs (Lines 1.03 -  1.07).
WHien a  node p receives a COST message, it compares the counter value in the message 
with its own value. If they are different, the message received is valid, and it sets the node 
from which it received the message as its parent node (Lines 2.04 -  2.05). p first removes 
any node that is not in the network from W eightp and Counterp based on the information 
received (Lines 2.06 -  2.07). For example, suppose node i has three directly connected 
neighbors: u, v, and w. After some time, neighbor u  fails. This change is captured by 
C T M ,  and now, i only has two active neighbors left, i floods this new link cost list in 
the network. Node p receives this list. It realizes that this time node u is not in the list. 
It clears the counter value maintained for the spanning tree rooted at u (Line 2.06). It
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A lg o rith m  5.1.2 {G TM ) Global Topology Maintenance for Process p (Part II)
/ *  RECEIVE A LINK COST LIST FROM A NEIGHBOR * /
2.01 Upon RECEIPT o f COST(c, r, C tr)  from q
2.02 i f  Counterpr ^  c
2.03 th e n  / *  Receive a  new message for the first tim e * /
2.04 Counterpr  :=  c;
2.05 P aren tpr  :=  q\ / *  Set the parent * /
2.06 Counterp :=  { }; /*  Remove any node that is not in the network */
2.07 W eightp{r)  :=  { }; /*  Remove any node that is not in the network */
2.08 for ea ch  (fc, Ctrk)  e  C tr  do
2.09 if  W eightp{r ,k)  C trkV {k, C trk )  0  W eightp
2.10 t h e n
2.11 W eightp{r ,k)  : =  Ctrk; /*  Update W eightp  list * /
2.12 e n d if
2.13 en d for
2.14 e n d i f
2.15 i f  \MyCostp\  =  1 /*  Only has one neighbor * /
2.16 th en
2.17 SEND ACK{Counterpr, r)  to q;
2.18 e lse  /*  Forward the message to all neighbors except the parent node. * /
2.19 for ea ch  n  €  M yC ostpA  n ^  Parentpr  d o
2.20 SEND COST(c, r, C tr )  to n;
2.21 en d for
2.22 e n d if
/*  RECEIVE AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT FROM A NEIGHBOR * /
2.23 Upon RECEIPT o f ACK(c, r) from q
2.24 if  Counterpr =  c A q  Ç. M yC ostp  A p =  r /*  If the acknowledgment is for me. * /
2.25 th e n
/*  AckedpT represents the set of node ids in tuple (r, Acked-ids)  in the list Ackedp *f  
/*  maintained by p * /
2.26 Ackedpr  :=  Ackedpr  U {?};
2.27 i f  Ackedpr  =  M yC ostp  j *  Receive ACKs from all o f the current active neighbors * /
2.28 th e n
2.29 Reportedp  :=  true; / *  Convergecast Done * /
2.30 Ackedpr  :=  NULL;
2.31 e n d if
2.32 e ls e if  Counterpr =  c A q  Ç M yCostp  A p  ^ r  f*  If the acknowledgment is not for me. * /
2.33 AckedpT :=  Ackedpr U {g};
2.34 i f  AckedpT =  M yC ostp  \  Parentpr
2.35 th e n
2.36 SEND ACK(c, r)  to Parentpr;
2.37 AckedpT  :=  NULL;
2.38 e n d if
2.39 e n d if
/*  SENDS ITS COST LIST TO ITS DIRECTLY CO NNECTED NEIGHBORS PERIODICALLY * /
2.40 for each  n 6  M yC o s tp  d o
2.41 c := Counterpp;
2.42 SEND COST(c, p, Ctp) to n;
2.43 endfor
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also removes the entry Weightp{i,u) from the list Weightp  (Line 2.07). At this time, the 
invalid node u is deleted from the data structure, p then updates Weightp using the list of 
link costs it received (Lines 2.08 -  2.13). If p only has one directly connected neighbor and 
this neighbor is marked as p ’s parent node in a  particular spanning tree, p simply sends an 
acknowledgment back to its parent node. Otherwise, p  forwards the message it received to 
all its directly connected neighboring nodes except its parent node.
When a node p receives an ACK message, it compares the counter value in the message 
with its own counter value. If they are identical, the acknowledgment is valid. When p is 
the node that initiated a broadcast cycle receives acknowledgments from all its neighbors, 
it sets R eportedp  to true for the next broadcast cycle (Line 2.29). Otherwise, it sends an 
ACK message corresponding to a particular root back to the parent node it has for that 
root (Line 2.36).
Lines 2.40 — 2.43 indicates that node p who initiates the broadcast sends its own link 
cost list periodically to its directly connected neighbors to ensure the reliable flooding of 
the message. When its neighboring nodes or the remote nodes receive the message, they 
simply forward the message to their directly connected neighbors except to their parent 
nodes (Lines 2.19 -  2.21).
Algorithm G T M  produces Weightp, a list containing the cost of any link between 
two active and directly connected nodes. The list is constructed dynamically (Line 2.10). 
Therefore, any inactive node would not be in the list. This implies that a pair of nodes Eire 
directly connected and are active iff the tuple is in the list.
5.1.4 Proofs
Algorithm G T M  is implemented on top of a self-stabilizing Local Topology Maintenance 
Protocol {C T M )  [APSV94, Dol97, DH97, GS95, Mas95]. C T M  produces a set of active 
neighboring nodes and their link costs which are fed as input to Algorithm G T M . We 
assume that the legitimacy predicate for the C T M  is denoted by C c tm ..  We define the 
legitimacy predicates Cg for G T M  as follows:
Cg =  C c t m  a  SVg
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L em m a 5.1 (C orrectness) Starting from a configuration'y which satisfies Cg, i f  the local 
topology of a node remains the same, then all configurations reachable from  7  in any possible 
executions of Algorithm G T M  statisfy Cg.
P ro o f. Assume that in the configuration 7 , the local topology of a node is stabilized. 
This implies that each node has the correct and up-to-date local topology information. 
Thus, the input {MyCostp) of a node p remain unchanged. Each node periodically sends 
a COST message with M yCostp to keep the connection alive (Lines 2.40 -  2.43). Lines 
2.08 -  2.13 in G TM  indicates that same link cost value will be ignored. Thus the value of 
Weightp will not be changed. W eightp is the output of Algorithm G T M . If it remains the 
same, the global topology of the network will remain unchanged. □
L em m a 5.2 (C onvergence) Starting from an arbitrary state. Algorithm G T M  will even­
tually compute the correct global network topology as per Specification 5.1(i.e., true t> Cg).
P ro o f. Starting from an arbitrary state, the underlying C T M  executes so that evetually 
the local topology of a node is stabilized as per Assumption 5.1. At this time, the input 
{MyCostp) of a node p contains the up-to-date information. It is obvious now that the 
sending statement (Line 2.42) of all the nodes in the system can be executed and eventually, 
the receiving guards in the algorithm (Line 2.01) will be enabled. When the process executes 
the block of codes (Lines 2.06 -  2.13) corresponding to the receiving (a COST message) 
guEird, some nodes and their related information are dynamically removed from or added to 
p ’s local variables. Eventually, every node in the autonomous system will get the updated 
information and the value of Weightp  will be changed in every node. It is clear that based 
on the new information, every node in the system can construct a new network topology. 
□
Our final result follows from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2:
T h eo rem  5.1.1 Algorithm G T M  is self-stabilizing.
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5.2 Algorithm O S V T
Open Shortest Path  First (OSPF) is a widely employed intra-domain routing protocol. 
OSPF routers accumulate the link-state information by exchanging the Link State Packets 
(LSPs). LSPs are used to build the topology of a network with respect to the routers. 
Every router maintains a complete network map. Routers employ SPF by calculating the 
shortest path to each node with itself as the root. This calculation is done locally. Since 
each node maintains a complete network topology, the SPF constructed at each node will 
be identical. Unlike the distance-vector protocols, a router only broadcasts the cost list of 
its directly connected neighbors. An OSPF router uses the output of GTM. to calculate 
the shortest path from itself to all other routers. Thus, Weightp is the input to Algorithm 
O SV T .
Every OSPF router p has the following local variables:
• BestJVbrp-. A list of tuples (id, id). It maintains the best neighbor to a specific 
destination in a rooted tree. Best-Nbrp(i, q) denotes that the best neighbor to reach 
node i from node p  is node q.
• Costp'. A  list of tuples (id. Cost). It maintains the cost of the path from the root to 
all other active routers. Costp(q, 15) indicates that the link cost from node p to node 
q is 15.
• Mp-. A set of routers that is incorporated by the root so far.
• MinNodepi A variable to store the id of the node that has the lowest cost to reach 
from the root.
Algorithm 5.2.1 constructs a shortest path tree a t a particular node. Starting from 
itself, a node p looks for a node q that is reachable at the lowest Costpq and adds it to Mp. 
Then, it updates list Costp by considering the cost to reach the nodes through q. To reach 
a node n that is directly connected to q, if the cost going from the source p to q and then 
following the link from g to n  is less that the old route it had to reach n, then this new
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route is chosen, and q is set as the Best-Nbr to reach node n. This operation is repeated 
until all the active nodes are incorporated.
A lg o rith m  5-2.1 (O S V T )  Open Shortest Path First Algorithm for Process p
In p u ts: N i  the upper bound o f the number of OSPF routers in the system
Weightp'. a list o f integers with a tuple {id, id) as the index
V ariab les: B est-N brpi  a  list o f  tuples {id, id), used by BGV's IG PX O O K U P macro
Costp-. a list o f tuples {id. Cost)
Mp-. setq: q 6  iV 
MinNodep-. N
P a ra m eters: ni N
M acros: NOT_IN: check a tuple to see if it is contained in a list
input: a tuple o f (id, id); output: true or false 
FIND_MIN_NODE: look for a node that is reachable from p at the lowest cost
output: the id of the node that has the lowest cost to reach from p
/ *  CONSTRUCT THE SHORTEST PATH TREE ROOTED AT p * /
1.01 M p  : =  p;
/*  Costpp  indicates that the link cost in tuple (p. Cost)  in the list C ostp  maintained by p */
1 .02 Costpp -.= 0;
1.03 Best-NbrpP  :=  p;
1.04 for each  (p, n) €  Weightp  d o
1.05 CostpTi -.= Weightp{p,n);
1 .06  en d for
/*  While there are nodes that have not been incorporated * /
1.07 w h ile  n  6  Costp A n  ^  Mp d o
/*  Find a node n that has not yet been incorporated by the algorithm and has the minimum * /  
/*  distance from p * /
1 .08 M inN odep :=  FIND_MIN_NODE();
1.09 Mp := Mp U  {M in N odep};  /*  Include the node to M * /
1 .10  for each  {M inNodep, n) €  W eightp An ^  Mp do j*  Update the shortest distance * /
1 .11 i f  n  e  Costp
1 .12  th e n
1.13 if  C ostpM inN odep  -f- W eightp{M inNodep, n) >  Costpn
1.14 th e n
1.15 g o  to  1.10;
1.15 e n d if
1 .16  e n d if
1.15 Costpn -.= C ostpM inN odep  -t- W eightp{MinNodep, n);
/*  n  is one hop away from the node that is directly connected to root p. * /
1 .16  i f  {p, M inN odcp)  6  W eightp
1.17 th e n
1 .18  Best-NbrpU  :=  M inN odep;
/*  n  is more than one hop away from the node that is driectly connected to root p. */
1.19 e lse
1 .20  Besi-NbrpU  ;=  Beat-NbrpMinNodep-,
1 .21 e n d if
1.33 en d for
1.34 en d w h ile
The shortest path tree is constructed locally at each router in Algorithm O S V T .  Thus,
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it is obvious that by Theorem 5.1.1, we can conlude the following:
T h e o rem  5.2.1 Algorithm O S V T  is self-stabilizing.
5.3 User Data Packet routing
In previous section, we presented a self-stabilizing algorithm which managed the control 
messages exchanged in the autonomous system and produced the complete routing informa­
tion. In this section, we present a  simple algorithm which manages the actual user packets 
exchanged in the system.
According to the OSI model [DZ83], when a process has some data  it wants to send to 
another process, it first delivers the data to the application layer. The application layer is 
on the top of the transport layer, which uses two protocols: Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). TCP is a reliable connection-oriented protocol 
that allows a byte stream originating on one machine to be delivered without error on any 
other machine on the Internet. In this work. We assume tha t the user data packets are 
transmitted using TCP. Therefore, when a message is sent, it will eventually arrive at the 
destination. This also implies the correctness and convergence of the algorithm.
In Algorithm 5.3.1, when an OSPF router receives a user packet, it first verifies if it can 
reach the destination directly, or if the destination is in the same autonomous system. If 
it is, the router checks Best-Nbr list constructed by O S V T  to find out the best neighbor 
it can forward the packet to towards the destination, and sends the packet to it. If the 
packet is designated a different autonomous system, the OSPF router first determines the 
best or the closest border gateway towards the destination. Then, it consults the Best-Nbr 
list to get the best neighboring router to which it can forward the packet to reach the 
border gateway. The information concerning the border gateway as the exit point of the 
autonomous system can be configured statically, or a BGP router can inject this information 
to the OSPF routing table with a fiag indicating that this information is from BGP. The 
actual implementation is out of the scope of this work.
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A lgorithm  5.3.1 (O S V T  TZOUTTAfG) Routing User Packet Using OSPF
M essa g es:  Data: c: counter
sdi the sender’s IP address 
TV. the receiver’s IP address 
datai user’s data packet
In p u ts: N i  the upper bound o f the number o f OSPF routers in the autonomous system
MyCostpi  the list of link cost of p’s directly connected neighbors
P a ra m eters: qi MyCostp  
sd, rvi N
M acros: IN'_AS: check if the IP address belongs to any subnetworks in the autonomous system
input: IP address; output: true or false 
EXIT-BGPROUTER: for the IP address that does not belong to any subnetworks in the 
autonomous system, returns the default BGP router 
input: IP address; output: IP address of the BG P router 
BEST-NBR: return the IP address o f the best neighboring router to a specific destination 
input: IP address of the destination 
output: IP address of the best neighboring router
/*  RECEIVE A DATA PACKET */
1.01 Upon RECEIPT of DATA(sd, rv ,  data) from q
1 .02  i f  IN-AS(rT;) /*  The destination is in this AS. * /
1.03 t h e n
1.04 SEND DATA(sd, rv , data) to BEST_NBR(ru);
1.05 e lse  /*  The data packet is for some destination outside the AS. * /
1 .06  SEND DATA(sd, rv . data) to BEST_NBR(EXIT.BGPROUTER(ri;)):
1.07 e n d if
5.4 Complexity Analysis of Algorithm G T M
Space Com plexity. N  is the upper bound of the number of OSPF routers in the 
autonomous system. Every node maintains its set of neighbors, denoted as M yC ost. It is 
maintained by an underlying protocol. The degree of p is denoted by Ap and is equal to 
\M yCost\. Every node p in the system holds the following variables: Reportedp, Counterp, 
Ackedp, Weightp, and Parentp. The id of a node requires log jV, the counter value requires 
log M A X , and an id which belongs to M yCostp requires log Ap. Reportedp contains a 
boolean value, which only requires 1 bit. Counterp is a list of tuples (id, Counter) which 
requires iV(log A '^-flog MAX’). Ackedp maintains the set of neighboring router identifiers. 
Thus, the memory needed is iV(logiV' Ap log Ap). Weightp maintains an integer value and 
2 node identifier, thus the memory required is 2 iVlogiV. Parentp maintains one id and 
one neighboring node id. So, the memory required is A'(log jV-h log Ap). Thus, the total
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memory needed by O.SP.F is 0(iV log AT -t- ATIogAp +  N  log M A X ).
P ro p o sitio n  5.1 Algorithm GTM. requires 0 { N  log N  +  AT log Ap +  N  log M A X )  for  
each router in teh autonomous system.
T im e Com plexity . The time complexity can be determined by the longest delay (the 
time needed to send a message from one node to the fartheest node in the system). We as­
sume ID iam  is the diameter of the autonomous sytem with the largest diameter. Algorithm 
G TM  requires O (ID iam ) to stabilize.
P ro p o sitio n  5.2 Algorithm G TM  requires O (ID iam ) time to stabilize.
5.5 Complexity Analysis of Algorithm O S V T
Space C om plexity . Every OSPF router holds the following variables: BestJVbrp, Costp, 
Mp, M inDistp, and Nextp. BestJIbvp  maintains a list of tuples (id, id), which requires 
Af(log AT -t- log Ap). Costp maintains a list of tuples (id. Cost), which requires N l o g N .  Mp 
requires n logn and Nextp  requires log AT. Adding the memory needed for Algorithm G T M ,  
the totally memory required for Algorithm O S V T  is 0 ( N  log N  N  log Ap -F N  log M A X ) .
P ro p o sitio n  5.3 Algorithm O S V T  uses 0 ( N  log Af 4- A/" log Ap +  N l o g M A X )  fo r  each 
router in the autonomous system.
Tim e C om plexity . The time needed for an autonomous system to stabilze is 0 (1  D iam). 
Since the shortest path  computation is a local operation at every node, the time needed is 
O(IDiam).
P ro p o sitio n  5.4 Algorithm O S V T  requires 0 (1  Diam) time to stabilize.
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CHAPTER 6 
BGP PROTOCOL
In Chapter 4, we mentioned the possibility of routing instability in the Internet, and the 
importance of a self-stabilizing routing protocol. In this chapter, we present a self-stabilizing 
Algorithm BQV. Our algorithm starts in an arbitrary sta te  without any initialization. A 
node in BQV periodically sends its own routing table to its neighboring peers, instead of 
only sending the update messages. Therefore, if a node lost all the routing information due 
to memory corruption, it would be able to reconstruct the table by receiving the complete 
routing tables from its neighboring peers. In the original algorithm, the system would crash 
because if only the update messages were exchanged after the initiation, a node might never 
regain the complete routing information. Algorithm BQV also includes S P V P  proposed by 
[GW99b, GW99a, GSW99] to eliminate the possibility of the routing oscillation.
We organize this section as follows. We first present an outline of Algorithm BÇV. Then 
we introduce the data  structure of the algorithm, followed by the actual algorithm. We also 
present some procedures used by the algorithm. A simple algorithm for user packet routing 
is also proposed. Finally, we provide the proof for Algorithm BÇV  and its complexity 
analysis.
6.1 Algorithm BÇV
We first present an abstract version of the algorithm (Algorithm 6.1.1) to help get a 
quick overview of the algorithm. Before we formally introduce BQV, we explain inputs, 
local variables, macros, and procedures used in the algorithm. The pseudo-code of BQV  is 
introduced in Section 6.3. Procedures used by BGV are presented in details in Section 6.2.
35
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A lg o rith m  6.1,1 (BÇV) Abstract BGP
1.01 i f  an UPDATE message is received from neighbor q
1.02 th e n
1.03 i f  the my counter value and the received counter value are different
1.04 th e n
1.05 Save the message in the waiting queue;
1.06 Send an acknowledgment back to q;
1.07 i f  the previous broadcasting cycle is done
1.08 th e n
1.09 Update A d j J t l B
1.10 Decision Process;
1.11 e n d if
1.12 e lse  /*  the counter values are the same * /
1.13 Send an acknowledgment back to q;
1.14 e n d if
1.15 e n d i f
1.16 i f  an acknowledgment is received from an external peer q
1.17 th e n
1.18 Record the acknowledgment ;
1.19 e n d i f
1.20 i f  an IPpacket is received from an internal peer q
1.21 th e n
1.22 i f  I am the destination
1.23 t h e n
1.24 Decapsulate the IPpacket;
1.25 i f  the message contained in the IPpacket is an UPDATE message
1.26 th e n
1.27 i f  the message is new
1.28 th en
1.29 Update A dj-R IB -lu qp-.
1.30 SEND encapsulated acknowledgment to q;
1.31 e n d if
1.32 e n d i f
1.33 i f  the message contained in the IPpacket is an acknowledgment
1.34 th e n
1.35 Record the acknowledgment;
1.36 e n d if
1.37 e lse  / *  I am not the receiver * /
1.38 Forward the IPpacket to the best neighbor towards the destination using
OSPF routing scheme;
1.39  e n d i f
1.40 e n d if
6.1.1 Data Structure
A BGP router p may have two different types of neighbors: internal and external. An 
internal neighbor q may or may not be directly connected to p, but is in a  same autonomous 
system as p. We call it an In terna l-P eer  of p. An external neighbor q is directly connected 
to p, but resides in the different autonomous system as p, and we call it External-Peer of p.
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Whenever a BGP router wants to send a message to its internal peers or external peers, it 
checks its Interal-Peers or ExternalJPeers set to make sure that the corresponding peer 
router is active.
We assume that Algorithm G T M  is running under BGP. As mentioned before, by 
Assumption 5.1, C T M  produces a set of routers that are directly connect to a BGP router, 
and we call it set L. We assume that BGP routers can identify their neighboring routers as 
BGP routers or OSPF routers. Therefore, a BGP router can filter out all the OSPF routers 
from the set L. We call this new set of BGP routers E. E  is then used as the input to 
Algorithm G TM . The output of above computation is the network topology containing only 
BGP routers and OSPF routers in the autonomous system, and we call this set of routers 
G. It is obvious that a BGP router p can compute its External-Peers  as L \ (L fl G). A 
BGP router can get its Internal-Peers  set as E \  External-Peer s.
W ithin each autonomous system, O S V T  provides the shortest path routing. It runs in 
every BGP router in parallel with Algorithm BGV so that all internal BGP peers know how 
to reach each other. There are three kinds of messages exchanged among the BGP routers: 
the UPDATE message, the ACK message, and the encapsulated IP packet. A BGP router 
may receive different types of messages at the same time. The reason we use the IP packet 
is the following. BGP peers inside one AS may not be directly connected with each other. 
In order to prevent the looping routing announcement within the AS, when a BGP router 
receives a route from another BGP peer located in the same AS, it cannot re-advertise the 
route to other BGP peers in the same AS. Thus, a full-mesh connection is needed among all 
BGP routers in the same AS. A BGP-level message may traverse among non-BGP routers 
before it reaches the final destination. The encapsulation hides the details of the actual 
message, and to the non-BGP routers, they are just like ordinary IP packets.
For simplicity, we argue that the UPDATE or ACK message can be used to exchange 
information among the external peers, and the encapsulated IP packet can be used to 
exchange information among the internal peers.
The UPDATE message contains the following fields: c and R IB . c contains the value 
of the current cycle of broadcasting. R IB  consists of the routes being broadcast. The
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UPDATE message piggybacks the R IB  to reduce the traffic in the system.
The ACK message contains one field: c, the value of the current cycle of broadcasting 
initiated by the sender.
The IP packet is an encapsulated message. It has two fields: sd  and rv. sd is the 
id of the sender, and rv  denotes the id of the destination. The BGP router encapsulates 
the UPDATE or the ACK message into ordinary IP packet so that non-BGP routers will 
be able to understand it. Since the final destination of a  message or a packet is always a  
BGP router, the (intermediate) non-BGP routers do not have to interpret the message a t 
all. They only need to forward the IP packet to their best neighbor towards the specific 
destination.
Algorithm BGV is built on top of several other algorithms. Thus, it has a complex data  
structure. Every BGP router p has the following local variables:
• Counterp'. List of tuples (id. Counter), id  is the node identifier and Counter is an 
integer in the range 0 . . .  M A X .  It keeps track of the counter values used in different 
message-sending cycle initiated by a specific node. Counterp(i, 5) denotes that the 
current message-sending cycle initiated by node i  has the counter value 5.
•  EAckedp'. Set of external BGP routers from which am acknowledgment was received 
at node p  in the cycle of broadcasting started by p.
• I  Ackedp'. Set of internal BGP routers from which an acknowledgment was received 
at node p  in the cycle of broadcasting started by p.
• Finishedp'. Boolean variable. Finishedp =  true indicates th a t the cycle of broad­
casting started by p is finished successfully, and a new cycle of broadcasting at p can 
start if necessary.
• MsgjQueuep'. Queue to store the new UPDATE messages from the external BGP 
peers. The queue is implemented in a FIFO fashion to ensure the fairness.
•  Best-RouteSp'. Set of routes chosen as the preferred routes for every distinct destina­
tion in INTERNAL-UPDATE procedure.
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• Routes S  electedp’. Set of routes chosen as the preferred routes for every distinct des­
tination in LOCRIB-UPDATE procedure.
• Adj-RIB-Iriqp: Set of routes received from peer q.
• A d j-R IB  JDutpq-. Set of routes needed to be broadcast by to peer q.
• LOC-RIBpZ Set of routes selected by the local BGP router’s Decision Process.
• P: Route in RIBs.
• P .N L R I:  IP address of the destination.
6.1.2 Macros and Procedures
Every BGP router p uses the following macros locally. The details of the macros are 
not presented because they are simple or they are not critical to our work.
• ENCAP: This macro encapsulates a BGP level UPDATE message or an ACK message 
into an ordinary IP packet. The BGP level UPDATE message or ACK message is its 
input, and it returns the IP packet.
•  DECAP: This macro decapsulates an IP packet. It takes an IP  packet as its input 
and returns a BGP level UPDATE message or an ACK.
• IGP-LOOKUP: This macro returns the best neighboring router in the autonomous 
system to reach the specific destination. It takes the IP address of the destination 
as the input, and then uses the O SPF’s routing information (which can be found in 
B est-N br  in every OSPF router) to decide the IP address of the best neighbor.
•  ENQUEUE: Adds a new UPDATE message to the tail of the message queue.
• DEQUEUE: Removes an UPDATE message from the head of the message queue.
In addition to the macros, every BGP router also uses some procedures:
• UPDRIB: Updates the Routing Information Base using the routing information con­
tained in the received UPDATE message from both internal or external peers.
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• INTERNAL-UPDATE: Selects the best route towards a distinct destination using all 
the routes received from both internal and external peers.
• LOCRIB-UPDATE: Uses the routes chosen in INTERNAL-UPDATE to update the 
LOC-RIB buffer, and also, installs the routes that need to be advertised in the corre­
sponding Adj-R IB s.O ut.
• OUTMSG; Formats R IB s  in the outgoing message.
• SPV: Checks if a particular route contains a cycle due to the change of the routing 
policies. The output of the procedure is a  new route without any cycle to a certain 
destination.
6.2 Procedures
Before we present the pseudo-code of Algorithm BGV, we introduce some procedures 
used by the algorithm.
IN T E R N A L -U P D A T E . This procedure (Algorithm 6.2.1) will be invoked only when 
a new route is received from an external peer. After the A d jJH B -In  buffer is updated, 
each route to a specific destination is assigned a value, LO C -P REF , based on the routing 
policies and other constraints. The route with the highest LO C -P R E F  will be chosen 
and adertised to all the BGP routers inside the autonomous system. If several routes to a 
certain destination have the same value of L O C -P R E F , some tie-breaking rules mentioned 
in Section 4.2.3 will be used.
U P D R IB . This procedure (Algorithm 6.2.2) updates the A dj-R IB H n  buffer accordingly. 
When a BGP router p receives a route update message from an external peer, it compares 
the received routes with the routes in its A d j-R IB -In  buffer. The routes in the buffer are 
replaced only when there are new routes to the same destination (Line 1.04). p also updates 
the attributes of the accepted routes (Lines 1.07 -  1.08). If the route update message is 
from an internal peer, p only updates the A d j-R IB -In  if necessary without changing the 
attributes of the routes.
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A lgorithm  6.2.1 {U^rTSIZMAC lÂVVATS) Advertise Selected Routes Within the AS
V a ria b le s : brpi temporary buffer to store the selected route
P ro c e d u re s :  SPV: detect the routing oscillations due to 
the routing policy conflicts
M a c ro s : BEST: select the best route for a certain destination from all the routes
received from the external peers 
CAL_PREF: assign the degree of preference based on the routing policies
1.01 A d jJ U B J n ^ p .P .L O C J > R E F  :=  C A L J> B E F {A d jJ U B J n ^p .P .N L R iy ,
/*  For each distinct destination, the preferred route has the highest degree of preference, * /
/*  or is selected as the result of applying tie-breaking rules. * /
1.02 tfTp :=  BEST();
1.03 brp :=  SPV(firp);
A lgorithm  6.2.2 [UV'D'RXB) Update Adj_RIB_In Buffer
V ariables: P .N E X T -B R i  IP address of the best neighboring route to the destination
P.A S-P A T H :  a sequence of integers to represent the ASs the route has traversed through
M a c ro s : APPEND : append own AS number to the attribute A S -P A T H
1.01 i f  q 6  ExteTTial-Peersp
1.02 th en
1.03 for each  M sg.R IB qp .P .N L R I  do
/*  For a certain destination, update the buffer only when the route is not in the buffer * /
/ *  or the route in the buffer is differnet from the one in the message. * /
1.04 if  {M sg.RIBqp.P  Adj-RIB-Iriqp.P)  V {M sg .R IB qp .P .N L R I  0  Adj-R IB  Juqp)
1.05 th en
1.06 A d j-R lB -lu q p .P  :=  Msg.RIBqp.P-,
1.0“ A dj-R IB -IU qp .P .N E X T -B R  := p;
1.08 Adj-R I B -luqp .P .A S-P  A T  H  -.= APPEN D (M yA Sp,A dj-R IB -Inqp.P .A S-PA TH );
1.09 e n d if
1.10 endfor
1.11 e ls e if  q 6  In tem al-P eersp
1.12 th en
1.13 for each M  sg .R I  Bqp.P.N L R I  do
1.14 i f  (M sg.RIBqp.P  ^ Adj -R I  B  -Iriqp.P) V {M  sg .R I Bqp.P.N L R I  0  Adj -RI B  Juqp)
1.15 th en
1.16 Adj -R I  B  -Iriqp.P -.= Msg.RIBqp.P-,
1.17 e n d if
1.18 endfor
1.19 en d if
LO C R IB -U PD A T E . This procedure (Algorithm 6.2.3) takes all the routes that are pre­
sented in the Adj- R IB s -In  including those received from BGP routers in the autonomous 
systems and those received from the neighboring autonomous system, and selects the best 
route for each distinct destination. These selected routes then are installed in L O C -R IB , 
replacing any route to the same destination that is currently used.
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A lg o rith m  6.2.3 {COCHXB UVVATS)  Update LOC-RIB Buffer_________________
V ariables: Routepi temporary storage for a route
M acros: SELECTION: select the best route to a certain destination from all the routes received
from both the internal and external peers according to the route selection
rules
1.01 for each  P .N L R I  d o  /*  For each route with a distinct destination * /
1 .02  Routep  :=  SELECTIONO;
/*  Detect the cycle. * /
1.03 Routep  :=  SPV(iîoutep);
1.04 i f  Routep  0  L O C -R IB p
1 .0 5  t h e n
/*  Add the selected route to LOC-RIB buffer. * /
1.06 L O C -R IB p  :=  L O C -R IB p U  {Routep}-,
1.07 e n d if
/*  Add the selected route to the corresponding Adj_RIB_OUT buffer. * /
1.08 A d j-R I  B-O utpq  :=  A dj-R IB -O utpqU  {RoutCp};
1.09 e n d fo r
O U T M S G . This procedure (Algorithm 6.2.4) formats the outgoing messages. When a 
message is sent to the BGP peers inside the autonomous system, the routes can be simply 
copied into the messages without any alternation. When a message is sent to the BGP peers
outside the autonomous system, some of the attributes of the routes, such as LOC-P R E  F
and M ED , need to be changed.
A lgorithm  6.2.4 {OUTM.SG) Format Outgoing Messages
I n p u t s :  RIB-, set o f routes that need to be advertised
V ariables: P . L O C - P R E F - .  integer, the degree of the preference of the route
P . M E D :  integer, the preference of an entry/exit point of an AS
1.01 i f  9  €  E xtern a l-P eersp  / *  The receiving node is p’s extermal peer * /
1.02 t h e n
1.03 f o r  e a c h  R I B .P  d o
1.04 M sg .c  -.= Countevpp;
1.05 M s g . R I B p q . P . L O C - P R E F  : =  dip;
1.06 M s g . R I B p q . P . M E D  : =  0;
1.07 e n d f o r
1.08 e l s e i f  q e  In te i-na l-P eersp  / *  the receiving node is p’s internal peer * /
1.09 f o r  e a c h  R I B .P  d o
1.10 M sg .c  :=  CounteVpp;
1.11 M sg .R IB p q .P  -.= R IB .P ;
1.12  e n d f o r
1.13 e n d i f
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S P V . This procedure (Algorithm 6.2.5) provides a  scheme to identify the route oscillations 
caused by the routing policy conflicts. According to [GW99a, GW99b, GSW99], the conflicts 
due to the routing policies might introduce extreme oscillations into the global routing 
system. A Simple Path Vector Protocol (SPVP) was developed to capture and suppress 
those routes that contain cycles due to the routing policy conflicts. Details of this protocol 
can be found in [GW99a, GW99b, GSW99].
A lg o rith m  6.2.5 ( S W )  Simple Path Vector
In p u ts:  brpZ the route that is chosen as the best route to a certain destination
V ariab les: Oldpi the previous route to a certain destination
NeWpi the new route that is chosen as the best route to a certain destination
HistoryJXew:  the new path history
Bad-Patk:  set of routes whose history lists contain a cycle 
RoutepZ temporary buffer to store the selected route
M acros: HIST: compute a new path history
CYCLE: detect whether a certain history list contmns a cycle or not 
BEST: compute the best route to a certain destination
1.01 i f  6r e  L O C  H U B  Ahr #  L O C J lI B p .P
1.02 t h e n
1 .0 3  Oldp :=  LO C JU B p.P ;
1 .0 4  N eW p  : =  br;
1 .0 5  HistoryJ^eWp  := H.lST(LOC-RIBp.P);
1.06 i f  CYCLE{History-NeWp) =  true /*  A cycle is detected. * /
1 .0 7  t h e n
1.08 Bad-Pathp := Bad-PathpU {N ew p};
1 .0 9  N e W p  : =  BEST();
1.10 i f  Nevjp  ^  Oldp
1.11 t h e n
1.12 History-NeWp  :=  (-, Oldp);
1 .1 3  e n d i f
1 .1 4  e n d i f
1.15 i f  NeWp ^  Oldp
1.16 t h e n
1 .1 7  Routep := {Nexup, History-NeWp);
1 .1 8  LO C-RIBp  := L O C -R IB p \  {Oldp};
1 .1 9  e n d i f
1.20 e n d i f
6.3 Formal Statement
In this section, we present the pseudo-code of the algorithm. Data structure, macros, 
and procedures used in the algorithm are listed in Algorithm 6.3.1. The pseudo-code of
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BQV is presented in Algorithm 6.3.2 and Algorithm 6.3.3.
A lgo rithm  6.3.1 (BGV) Border Gateway Protocol for Process p (Part I)
M essages: UPDATE: c: counter
R IBqpi the routing information base from neighboring router q 
ACK: c: counter 
IP: sdi the id of the sender 
TV. the id o f the destination
Inputs: MAX: the upper-bound of the data link capacity
E x te m a l-P e ersp :  set (n: a neighbor o f p, directly connected to p, but not in the same 
autonomous system as p }
In te rn a l-P e e rs  pi set {s: a sibling of p, may not be directly connected to p, but in the same 
autonomous system  as p }
N B R i  the upper bound of the number of routers 
M y A si  the number of the autonomous system
V ariables: A d j -R I  B  -Inqpi set of routes received from peer q
A dj -R I  B  -Outpq : set of routes advertised to g by p
L O C -R IB p i  set of routes selected by the local BGP router’s Decision Process 
P i a route in RIBs
P .N L R I  I IP address of the destination
E A ckedpi set o f external BGP routers an acknowledgment has been received 
lA ckedp i set of internal BGP routers an acknowledgment has been received 
C o u n ter  pi a list of tuple {id, Counter)
F in ishedp i boolean
B est-R ou teSp i set of routes chosen as the preferred routes for every destination 
R o u te sS e lec ted p i set of preferred routes;
M sg-QueuCpi a queue maintaining the unprocessed messages from the external peers
P aram eters: p, q, k , sd, rv i N B R  
S I  In te m a l-P e e rsp  
ni E x tem a l-P eerS p
P roced u res: UPDRIB: update the routing information bcise 
INTERNAL_UPDATE: update RIB in local AS 
LOCRIB-UPDATE: update LOCJUB buffer 
OUTMSG: format R I B s  in the outgoing messages 
SPV: eliminate the possible routing oscillations
M acros: ENCAP: encapsulate an UPDATE or an ACK message into an IP packet
DECAP: decapsulate an IP packet into an UPDATE or an ACK message 
IGP_LOOKUP: return the best neighboring router from O S P F 's  B e s t-N b r  to 
reach a specific destination 
ENQUEUE: add a new UPDATE message to the tail of the message queue 
DEQUEUE: remove an UPDATE message from the head of the message queue
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A lg o rith m  6.3.2 (BGV) Border Gateway Protocol for Process p (Part II)
/*  RECEIVE AN UPDATE MESSAGE FROM AN EXTERNAL PEER * /
/*  Piggybacks the RIBqp  in the UPDATE message. * /
1.01 Upon RECEIPT o f UPDATE(c, RIBqp) from q
/*  The new message is from an external BGP peer. */
1 .02  i f  <7 €  Extemal-PeerSp/K Counterpq  c
1.03 t h e n
1.04 ENQUEUE(UPDATE(c, R IBqp)); /*  Save the new message in the waiting queue. */
1.05 SEND A C K (C ounterpq) to q;
1 .06 i f  F in ishedp  =  true /*  The previous broadcast cycle is done. * /
1.07 t h e n
1 .08 DEQUEUE(); /*  Assume that this message is from external peer k  * /
1.09 C ounterpk  :=  c;
1.10 UPDRIB(/t);
/*  Decision Process Phase 1 * /
1.11 f o r  e a c h  A dj - R I  B  - lu k p .P .N  L R I  d o  /*  Check external peers’ RIBs. * /
1 .12 B est-R m itesp  ~  INTERNAL_UPDATE() UBest-RouteSp;
1.13 e n d f o r
/*  Decision Process Phase 2 * /
1.14 f o r  a l l  A d j-R IB-Iukp  d o  /*  For both internal and external peers’ RIBs. * /
1.15 R o u te sS e lec ted p  ;=  LOCRIB_UPDATE() \jRcnites-Selectedp;
1.16 e n d f o r
/*  Decision Process Phase 3 * /
1.17 F inishedp  :=  false;
1.18  Flaçp :=  Internal;
1.19 CounteVpp := {C ounterpp +  1) mod MAX;
1.20 e n d if
1.21 e lse  /*  The same message was received before. Discard. * /
1.22 SEND AC K {C ounterpq) to q;
1.23 e n d if
/*  RECEIVE AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT FROM AN EXTERNAL PEER *(
1.24 Upon RECEIPT of ACK(c) from q
1.25 if  CounteTpP =  c /*  The acknowledgment is arrived at the destination. * /
1.26 t h e n
1.27 EAckedp  :=  EAckedpU  {?};
/*  Received the ACKs from all the current active external peers. * /
1.28 i f  EAckedp  =  E x te rn a l-P e er s  p
1.29  t h e n
1.30 F inishedp  :=  true;
1.31 EAckedp  :=  NULL;
1.32 Flapp :=  Internal;
1.33 en d if
1.34 en d if
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A lg o rith m  6.3.3 {BGV) Border Gateway Protocol for Process p (Part III)
/* RECEIVE AN IP PACKET FROM EITHER AN INTERNAL PEER * /
!* OR A NON-BGP ROUTER */
1.35 Upon RECEIPT o f IP(sd, rv) from q
1.36 i f  p =  ru /*  The packet arrived at the destination */
1.37 th e n
/*  Decapsulate the IPpacket to get the original UPDATE or ACK message. * /
1.38 i f  DECAP(IP) =  UPDATE /*  It is an UPDATE message. * /
1.39 then
1.40 i f  CounteTpsd  c /*  New message * /
1.41 then
1.42 C ounterpsd  := c;
1.43 UPDRIB;
1.44 IP :=  ENCAP(ACK( CounteTpsd));
1.45 SEND IP(p, sd) to IGPJLOOKUP(sd);
1.46 e n d if
1.47 e n d if
1.48 i f  DECAP(IP) =  ACK /*  It is an acknowledgment. */
1.49 th en
1.50 i f  C ounterpp  =  c
1.51 then
1.52 FAckedp :=  lAckedp  U  {sd};
/*  Received ACKs from all the current active internal peers * /
1.53 i f  lA ckedp  := In te rn a l-P e e r  Sp
1.54 then
1.55 lA ckedp  := NULL;
1.56 PlaQp := External;
1 .5 7  e n d i f
1.58 e n d if
1 .5 9  e n d i f
1 .6 0  e ls e  /*  The packet is in transit. * /
1 .6 1  SEND IP(sd, rv )  to IGP_LOOKUP(ru);
1 .6 2  e n d if
/*  PERIODICALLY SEND AN UPDATE MESSAGE CONTAINING THE ROUTING TABLE * /
1.63 i f  Flagp = Internal
1.64 th e n
1.65 c :=  CounteTp;
1 .6 6  for ea ch  s  €  In tern a l-P eersp  do
1.67 OUTM SG(s, Besi-Rouiesp);
1 .6 8  IP :=  ENCAP(UPDATE(c, R IB )) ;
1.69 SEND IP(p, s) to IGP_LOOKUP(s);
1.70 endfor
1.71 e n d if
1.72 i f  Flagp = External
1.73 t h e n
1.74 c :=  CounteTp;
1.75 for ea ch  n  6  E xternal-PeerSp  do
1.76 OUTM SG(n, Routesp);
1.77 SEND UPDATE(c, R IB )  to n;
1.76 en d fo r
1.77 e n d i f
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6.4 Informal Description
In the following, we refer to Algorithm 6.3.2 and 6.3.3. A BGP router wiU receive either 
an UPDATE message from its peers located in different ASs, or an IP packet from its peers 
located in the same AS. When a router p receives an UPDATE message from a router q, it 
realizes tha t ç is a  BGP peer located in a different AS. It compares the counter value c in 
the UPDATE message with its own counter value Counterpq corresponding the broadcast 
cycle started by q. If they are the same, p simply sends an acknowledgment back to q (Lines 
1.26-1.27). If not, p saves the message in the message waiting queue first. If the value of 
the variable Finishedp  is true (Line 1.05), the previous broadcasting cycle initiated by p 
is finished and a new broadcasting cycle can start. Thus, p removes one message from the 
head of the queue and starts to process the message. Assuming that this message is from an 
external peer fc, p  changes the counter value as Counterpk =  c, sends an acknowledgment 
to the sender of the UPDATE message and updates the A d j-R IB -In f^  based on the RIB 
contained in the UPDATE message (Lines 1.08 -  1.10). p then invokes the Decision Process 
for the route selection. In Phase 1 (Lines 1.11  -  1.12), p calculates the degree of preference 
for each route and advertises the route with the highest degree of preference for each distinct 
destination to all the BGP peers in the same AS. In Phase 2 (Lines 1.14 -  1.15), p selects 
the best route out of all the routes presented in the A d j-R IB s-In , including the routes 
received from BGP peers located in its own AS and in the neighboring ASs, and installs 
them into LO C -R I  Bp. In Phase 3, the new installed routes in LO C -RIBp  are processed 
into corresponding entries in the associated Adj -R I  B  s-Out, and advertised to each peer 
located in a neighboring AS. p sets the variable Flagp to Internal so that the new changes 
will be sent to all its internal peers first (Line 1.17).
When a router p  receives an acknowledgment from its external peer, it first checks if the 
counter value in the message is the same as that in p. If they are the same, p records the 
id of the sending router, and checks if it has received acknowledgments from all its current 
active external peers. If so, p sets Finishedp to true so th a t a new cycle of broadcast can 
start, and set Flagp to Internal (Lines 1.25 -  1.30).
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When a node p receives an IP packet from node q, it recognizes that the packet is from 
either a BGP peer or a  non-BGP router located in its own AS. p checks if the packet is 
designated for itself. If not, p simply forwards the packet to its best neighbor towards 
the destination (Lines 1.59 -  1.60). If p itself is the actual receiver of the packet, p can 
interpret the packet by decapsulating it. The message containing in the IP packet may 
be an UPDATE message or an acknowledgment. If it is an UPDATE message, p needs 
to distinguish the new message from the old message by comparing the counter value in 
the message with its own value. If the message is new, p accepts the message and updates 
its AdjJRJB-luqp. In this case, p will not readvertise the updates to its internal peers, p 
simply encapsulates the acknowledgment message and sends the IP packet to the actual 
sender of the IP packet (Lines 1.39 -  1.44). If it is an acknowledgment message, p records 
the actual sender and checks to see if it has received all the acknowledgments (Lines 1 .49 -  
1.55). Variable Flagp is set to External (Line 1.55) so that p can broadcast the new changes 
to its external peers.
6.5 User Data Packet Routing
In this section, we present an algorithm for routing the users’ data packet. As mentioned 
in Section 5.3, the user packets are transmitted using TCP, a reliable transport protocol. 
Therefore, we can safely assume that a message will eventually arrive at its destination.
When a BGP router receives a user packet, it first checks if the destination belongs to 
the same autonomous system or it can be reached via any one of its directly connected 
external BGP peer. If it is true, the BGP router consults the routing table maintained by 
Algorithm O S V F  to get the IP address of the best neighbor from which the destination 
can be reached. Otherwise, it checks its own forwarding table and forwards the packet to 
the BGP next hop towards the destination.
6 .6  Proof and Gomplexity Analysis
The sets External-Peer Sp and Internal-Peer Sp of BGP Router p are computed by 
Algorithm G'TAA. By Theorem 5.1.1, we conclude that those two sets will eventually
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A lg o rith m  6.5.1 {BÇV IZOUTIMG) Routing User Packet Using BGP
M essages: Data: c  : counter
sd'. the sender’s IP address 
rv. the receiver’s IP address 
data: user’s data packet
P aram eters: p ,  q: N B R  U N
M acros: IN_AS: check if the IP address belongs to any subnetworks in the autonomous system
input: IP address; output: true or false 
REACHABLE: check if the IP address can be reached via any one o f the directly 
connected external neighbors 
input: IP address; output: true or false 
OSPF_BEST_NBR: get the IP address o f the best neighbor for a certain destination  
using OSPF routing table 
BGP-NEXT_HOP: get the IP address o f the next hop for a certain destination 
using BGP routing table
/* RECEIVE A DATA PACKET * /
1.01 Upon RECEIPT o f DATA(c, sd, rv, data) from q
1 .0 2  i f  IN_AS(tt;) or REACHABLEfni)
/*  The destination is in this AS or it can be reached via */
/*  one of the directly connected external neighbors. * /
1.03 th en
1.04 SEND DATA(c, sd, rv, data) to OSPF_BEST_NBR(ru);
1.05 e lse  f*  The destination is in another AS. */
1 .0 6  SEND DATA(c, sd, rv, data) to BGPJM EXTJIOP(rv);
1 .0 7  e n d i f
contain the up-to-date information. Also, in order to carry the transit traffic from one AS 
to another, BGP must rely on the routing information computed by Algorithm O S P F .  The 
correctness of the OSPF routing information has a direct impact on the BGP routing. By 
Theorem 5.2.1, we can assume that the routing information within the autonomous system 
is always correct. We define the legitimacy predicate Cb for Algorithm BGP as follows:
Cb =  C-q'tm  a  Co a  S P o
Lem m a 6 . 1  (C o rrec tn ess)  Starting from a configuration 7  which statisfi.es Cb , i f  the 
network topology in the autonomous systems and among the autonomous systems remain 
the same, then all configurations reachable from  7  in any possible executions of Algorithm 
BGP satisfy Cb -
Proof. Assume th a t starting from a configuration 7 , no network topology changes 
(and the routing policies do not change). This implies that Cq tm  is stabilized and the
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inputs {External-PeerSp and Internal-Peersp) contain up-to-date information. Procedure 
U P D R IB  in Algorithm BQV guarantees that if a  received route to a  certain destination 
already exists in the A dj-R IB -In , the route will be discarded. Thus, no changes will be 
made to Adj -R I  B  -In. Obviously, L O C -R IB  and AdjJRIB-O ut will remain the same. □
L e m m a 6.2 (C onvergence) Starting from an arbitrary state, Algorithm BÇV will even­
tually compute the correct routing information as per Specification 4-l(i.e.,true > Cq).
P ro o f. Starting from an arbitrary state, Algoritlun GPIA  executes so that eventu­
ally the network topology is stabilized as per Theorem 5.1.1. At this time, the inputs 
{External-PeerSp  and Internal-Peer Sp) of a BGP router p contain the up-to-date infor­
mation. By Theorem 5.2.1, we can conclude that the OSPF routing tables will also be 
stabilized eventually.
It is obvious that in Algorithm 6.3.3, either the condition in Line 1.62 or the condition in 
Line 1.69 in all the nodes is true. Thus, the sending statements (Line 1.67 or Line 1.73) will 
be enabled. As a result, the receiving guard (Line 1.01 in Algorithm 6.3.2 or Line 1.33 in 
Algorithm 6.3.3) becomes active. Line 1.22 in Algorithm 6.3.2 will also be enabled so that 
variable Finishedp  will be set to true eventually. In this case, routes reflecting topology 
changes can be processed (Lines 1.10 -  1.15). Variable Finishedp is set to false and Flagp 
to Internal guarantees that in this configuration, no more new messages can be processed. 
The sending statement (Line 1.67 in Algorithm 6.3.3) is forced to be active so that the 
result of the processing can be advertised to every BGP router in the autonomous system. 
It is clear that eventually the new routes will be distributed to BGP routers in different 
ASs, and the routing table in every router will be changed accordingly. □
Our final result follows from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2:
T h e o rem  6 .6 . 1  Algorithm BQV is self-stabilizing.
6.6.1 Complexity Analysis
T im e  C om plex ity . We assume that ID iam  is the maximum diameter of an autonomous 
system. Starting from an arbitrary state, the Local Topology Maintenace Protocol takes
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0{ID ia m )  time to stablize. BGP also utilizes the routing information in the autonomous 
sytem. After the global topology is stabilized, OSPF takes a constant time to get the correct 
routing information since the shortest path computataion is a local operation. When a BGP 
router receives a new message, it needs {ID iam  -t- 1) time to send the update to all of its 
internal and external neighbors. Thus the total time needed is O{IDiam).
P ro p o s itio n  6 . 1  The Algorithm BQP requires 0{ID iam ) time to stabilize.
Space C om plexity . The space complexity is measured by the total number of mem­
ory bits used to implement the algorithm. We assume that N B R  is the upper bound of 
the number of BGP routers in the sytem. A route consists of several attributes such as 
A S -P A T H , Next-H op, L O C -P R E F , and M E D . Thus a  route requires \o g N B R  + C{C  is 
a constant). BGP has three types of messages. The UPDATE message contains the counter 
and the R IB  buffer. Assuming that the maximum size of R IB  buffer is M AXb, it requires 
log M  A X M A X b log N B R .  An acknowledgment only contains a counter value. Thus, it 
requires log M A X .  An IPmessge contains the id of the sending node and the receiving 
node. Therefore, the message requires 2 lo g N B R . We also assume that the maximum size 
of the message queue at every router is M AXq.
Every node maintains its set of internal and external neighbors, denoted as E x  and In  
respectively. They are maintained by Algorithm G F/A. The degree of p is the number 
of neighbors of p. The degree of p of its External peers is denoted by Agp and is equal 
to \Ex\. The degree of p of its Internal peers is denoted by A^ -p and is equal to \In\. 
Each BGP router has the following variables: Counterp, EAckedp, lAckedp, Finishedp, 
Msg.Queuep, BestJRouteSp, Adi-RIBUnqp, Adi-RIBJDutpq, and LO CJRIB. EAckedp 
contains a set of ids of external peers and requires Aep log Agp. lAckedp contains a set of 
ids of internal peers and uses AiplogAjp. Counterp contains a node id and a counter 
value for all the nodes in the system. Thus, it requires N B R {lo g N B R  -f- log M A X ). 
Best-Routesp, AdjJRIB-Inqp, Adj-RIB-Outpq, and LO C -R I B  are buffers containing the 
individual routes. Thus, they require AM A XblogN . MsgjQueuCp contains three types of 
messages and requires M A X ,(logM A X  +  {logM A X  A -M A X blogN B R ) 4 - 2logN B R ).
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Therefore, Algorithm requires 0(iVBi2 log iVSi? +  N log M A X  -i- Agp log Agp +  
Ajp log A,-p) at each BGP router.
P ro p o sitio n  6.2 Algorithm BQV requires O {N B R log N B R  + N  log M A X  +  Agp log Agp 
+  Aip log A,p) at each BGP router.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, we presented two self-stabilizing algorithms, QFJA and BGV- Both algo­
rithms are based upon some practical (Internet) protocols. The algorithm takes 0{ID iam )  
to stabilize after the underlying local topology maintenance protocol is stabilized, where 
ID iam  is the diameter of an autonomous system that has the largest diameter. BGP uses 
the outputs of GFJA as inputs to guarantee the correctness. Its stability also relies on the 
stability of O S P F  routing information. BGP takes 0{ID iam )  to stabilize after GFJA and 
O S P F  are stabilized.
The idea behind both algorithms is to use the counter flushing scheme [Var94] to ensure 
the reliable delivery of the control messages. Also, both algorithms use dynamic data 
structures so that the invalid nodes would be removed from the network immediately. This 
implies a  fast convergence of the algorithm.
Self-stabilizing algorithms have a variety of applications. It gained a lot of attention 
in the past two decades due to its uniform mechanism to deal with the various types of 
faults. Our improved algorithms capture the underlying semantics of BGP and GF JA, 
and at the same time, are robust enough to deal with different transient faults. In order to 
respect the original construction of O S P F  protocol. Algorithm O S P F  constructs a shortest 
path tree locally at each node after the global topology is stabilized. It is worthwhile to 
use a distributed algorithm to construct the shortest path instead. After all, the real life 
protocols are running in a distributed fashion. BGP is a very young routing protocol, and it 
is changing for the better everyday. Since BGP-4 became the standard inter-domain routing 
protocol, a lot of new features, such as AS confederations, route flap damping, communities.
53
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etc, have been developed. Those extensions make the BGP a more scalable and robust 
routing protocol. A future research topic would be to design a self-stabilizing BGP with all 
the new features. Also, in our implementation of BGP, we avoided the interaction between 
BGP and the underlying IGP. We simply use the message encapsulation method to carry a 
transit packet through one autonomous system. This method might add some overhead on 
the performance of the algorithm. Future work can investigate the alternatives of carrying 
the transit traffic, such as propagation of BGP information via IGP.
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